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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR 
If you have any news that you feel would be of interest to Somerset 
members or would like to comment on any current issue then please 
send them to me.  Entries for the next issue before 30th September 

please to: Joan Gubbin, Greenway Thatch, North Curry, Taunton  
TA3 6NH  Tel:  01823 490201  Email: mail@gubbin.co.uk 

 REPORT OF AREA FOOTPATH SECRETARY 
 

Section 130 Applications. A proposed diversion to avoid the obstructions at 
Lovington was agreed by Ramblers; however we still await the draft Order for 
that diversion. The longstanding obstructions to FP WN4/6 in North Brewham, 
which connects paths between the Frome and Bruton areas avoiding roads, re-
main. Both Mendip and S. Somerset agree that a Section 130 application should be 
considered. I request Area authority to take initial steps with such an application 
by letting SCC know we are considering an application if immediate progress to 
clear the obstructions is not undertaken. 
The Deregulation Act 2015 We still await the Regulations for changes to  
making alterations to the definitive map. 
High Ham Inquiry –Due to pressure of work and a reduced staff at SCC,  
Ramblers objection to the Order had still not been sent to the Planning  
Inspectorate at time of writing. A detailed case has been prepared to justify the 
continued existence of this RoW. 
Somerset Coastal Path – At the official opening of the Minehead to Brean 
Down section of the English Coastal Path on 14th March West Somerset provided 
a substantial party of real walkers to launch the path, which was well covered by 
local media. The path is fully open and well waymarked and will be followed by the 
opening of the N. Somerset section shortly. 
Cropping and Obstruction of Paths – the recent meeting of Group FPSs was 
given details of notifying such problems where they constantly occur to the Rural 
Payments Agency, which can withhold payments to landowners for such action. It 
was agreed that any regular such cases on well used paths would be notified to the 
Area FPS for reporting to the RPA if the circumstances warranted. Cropping  
obstructions should still be reported to SCC or NSC as appropriate. 
Access to ‘Access Land’ – Mendip have recently experienced a problem in  
gaining access to a substantial area of access land. See Mendip report.  The matter 
has been referred to Head Office for further advice. 
Proposed duelling of A303/A358 to the M5 in Somerset – the Highways 
Agency has again re-activated the proposal and consultants are working on the 
Sparkford – Podimore section. Somerset Ramblers have been approached and, in 
consultation with S. Somerset have indicated that we cannot comment in detail 
until proposed routes are known. However we have stated that any crossing of a 
RoW must not be at grade and the route should remain south of Steart Hill not 
north to reduce the visual and noise impact of the road. 
New SCC RoW web-site has now been launched and is a great improvement 
on the previous one and problems can be reported immediately on-line. 

  

 

Paths Obstructed by Cropping and  
Reporting Problems 

 

If you come across a problem when walking you should report it to the  
relevant highway authority. Somerset County have recently released a new 
on-line site which clearly shows all rights of way and where you can easily 
report problems on-line. North Somerset has an on-line map of all their 
rights of way and an easy way to report problems on-line. You can Google 
‘rights of way in Somerset (or North Somerset)’ to find the sites or use the 
link on the Somerset Ramblers site.  
     If you come across a path obstructed by a growing crop other than grass, 
especially crops such as maize or rape, you should report the problem on 
the on-line web-site of the relevant highway authority (Somerset County or 
North Somerset Council) so that a clear picture of this problem is made 
known. The landowner has the responsibility to clear the right of way across 
a field after cropping and should not even plough a headland path. If you 
know that this problem regularly occurs on a particular path please let your 
group Footpath Secretary know as Ramblers can report regular abuse to the 
Rural Payments Agency, from whom many landowners receive substantial 
grants, for action, as maintaining rights of way is one of the requirements of 
receiving the grant. 
 

Will the Path Disappear in 2026? 
Ramblers have launched a campaign to ensure that paths you use regularly 
will still be legally useable after 2026, when only routes recorded on the  
official definitive map will be legally available. It is worth checking that the 
paths you know in your local area are recorded on the definitive map of the 
highway authority. The on-line maps referred to above will show if the route 
is so recorded. If it is not it will need to be claimed, for which it will be  
necessary to demonstrate that the route has been used without any  
obstruction or ‘let or hindrance’ for a period of 20 years. Some paths were 
recorded by one parish, but not the adjoining parish, so that the definitive 
path stops at the boundary, others were not recorded at all, even though 
they are regularly used. If you know of any such paths your Group Footpath 
Secretary or the Area Footpath Secretary can assist in making a claim for 
that path.  
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GROUP REPORTS 
 

Mendip Group   
Membership Our membership has increased by 10 (3%) over the last year. 
Working Party Report The working party remains very busy going out every 
week. We are being kept occupied by both Somerset and B&NES 
Walking Festival  Planning for The Mendip Ramblers Walking festival at  
Cheddar on 27th, 28th and 29th of August is going well and the venue for 2017 will 
be Butleigh. 
Holidays  Our group holiday to Exmouth was a great success. Next year we will 
be all going by coach to the isle of Wight. 
A holiday in Brittany is planned for the 21st to 28th September 
Bob Berry led a group of 12 on a week in Tenbury Wells 
Tony Strange has led a holiday in the Picos de Europa for a group of walkers that 
walk on our longer Thursday walks. 
40th Anniversary  Our re walk of the inaugural walk from Wells to Croscombe, 
Dinder and back to Wells to celebrate our 40th anniversary was a great success. A 
Barn dance is being held in July. 
Access Land  A group of  walkers came across blocked access to the access land 
to the North of Rodney Stoke National Nature Reserve ST 494 505. The public 
footpath halts at the access to the access land and the farmer has blocked the  
entrance with a muck spreader. This was reported to Natural England and SCC.  
The question asked and the response from Natural England is below. 
Q. The access points that we tried to use are the correct access points. 
If they are not then please can you let me know the access points to this 
land and can you explain why the notice board shows this as an access 
point. 
A I’m afraid ‘correct access points’ under CROW don’t exist, so long as you have legal 
right of access up to the boundary of CROW access land, you have a right of access on 
to it. There is no legal obligation for an access point to be provided to CROW access 
land, but the statutory right allows suggests the public may enter on to CROW land so 
long as they do so without causing damage. 
The CROW Act is also clear that CROW users can enter access land by passing over, 
under or through any way, fence or gate as long as they do not wilfully damage the  
structure.  I suspect that the signage reference to access points was probably desirable 
when Open Access under CROW was rolled out however, it’s not an obligation conferred 
on the landowner to provide an access point to CROW land. 
Q What do we need to do to get the obstructions removed? 
A CROW is not meant to prevent any land owners etc from managing the land (which 
has OA rights) as they feel fit. The Open Access restriction regime was set up to help 
that. The erection for fencing is not prohibitive from an Open Access perspective.   

Regarding securing access, broadly our advice is that the Access Authority (Somerset 
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     In Doniford, as part of the new route, a 15 metre footbridge has been 
built over the river Swill. For the first time, this provides an easy-access 
walking route between the two sides of the village, allowing those staying at 
several nearby caravan sites to walk safely to Doniford Farm shop and café, 
the nearby halt for the West Somerset Railway, or onwards down the 
coast. It is also the first time such a major piece of infrastructure has been 
built for the England Coast Path. A local group of Ramblers celebrated by 
walking a short section of new path on their way to the event. 
     Walkers can enjoy several new sections of path between Watchet and 
East Quantoxhead, which opens up spectacular new views over the Bristol 
Channel. Somerset Wildlife Trust has also provided 7 new interpretation 
boards along the stretch, to reveal more about the stunning wildlife and 
landscape features that walkers will be able to see and enjoy along 
‘Somerset’s brilliant coast.’ 
     This new access joins existing coastal footpaths to create a stretch of 
high-quality, well-signposted coastal National Trail. Natural England  
consulted 238 landowners, including 183 businesses, and worked closely 
with Somerset County Council to plan and create the route. 
     Steve Clothier, partner at Doniford Farm Park said:  ‘Doniford Farm is 
popular with locals as well as visitors, especially families enjoying a visit to 
the coast, but most of them arrive here by car. I’m expecting the new path 
– and especially the new footbridge over the Swill – to bring lots more  
customers on foot which will be great for us and for all tourist businesses 
along the Somerset coast.’ 
     Nicky Philpott, Director of Advocacy and Engagement at the Ramblers, 
said:  ‘We’re delighted to see this new stretch of the England Coast Path 
opened in Somerset. There is huge public love for our coast and we’ve been 
leading the campaign for many years to open up our coastline for everyone 
to enjoy. Today brings us one step closer to achieving this longstanding 
Ramblers’ dream.’ 
     Michele Bowe, Somerset Wildlife Trust’s Head of Conservation said: 
‘Somerset has stunning wildlife and a rich and varied coastal landscape and 
we’ve provided some colourful interpretation boards along the coast path 
which reveal some of the features and species walkers will be able to see. 
The route will provide an enormous opportunity for all of us to enjoy the 
outdoors, get reconnected to nature and improve our health and wellbeing. 
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ENGLAND COAST PATH TAKES STEP FORWARD 
Somerset section opens 

 
Some of Somerset’s most spectacular coastline is open to the public for 
the first time following the opening of 58 miles of coast path. 
The new stretch, following two thirds of the county’s coast from Brean 
Down to Minehead, represents a significant step towards the creation of 
an England Coast Path. The longest section to be added to the national 
route so far, it was opened by Natural England’s Chairman, Andrew Sells, 
at a ceremony in Doniford. 
     Natural England is currently establishing a 2700 mile continuous path 
around the entire English coastline by 2020. Andrew Sells said: ‘The  
England Coast Path is a fabulous legacy for our great island nation and I’m 
delighted to open this new stretch in Somerset. For the first time, people 
will be able to walk the length of Somerset’s coast along a high-quality 
footpath and enjoy some stunning new views and coastal wildlife. Visits to 
the coast remain one of our most popular activities and are worth millions 
of pounds to our regional economies.’ 
     Today’s ceremony means that all Somerset’s coastline, encompassing 
glorious beaches, wonderful wildlife and dramatic views, will be open to 
everyone for the first time. Not only will it allow local people to enjoy the 
amazing landscape and seascape on their doorstep, it will draw visitors 
from far and wide, bringing people closer to nature and providing a boost 
for local businesses. 
     The 15 mile Somerset section of the South West Coast Path currently 
generates around £11.6 million a year for the regional economy, equating 
to £770,000 for every mile. If that level of success were replicated on the 
section opened today, over time it would mean the path could generate 
around £44 million for local businesses each year. 

Burnham-on-
Sea Low light-
house © Sarah 
Littler 
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County Council) can try and work with the land owner to put in access points, using the 
powers and measures in Chapter III of CROW. Given that the land owner stops the  
public traversing the stone wall common sense would dictate that it’s probably in the land 
owners interest to provide an access point to CROW land. 
Sections 34 to 39 (chapter III) of CROW Act deals with access on to land and also the 
Access Authority’s (the local highway authority or National Park) powers to enforce  
access on to CROW access land. Note that the Access Authority has the ‘power’ but it is 
not an obligation or duty. 
Mendip ramblers have heard that SCC ROW team have not been able to  
persuade the land owner to clear the obstruction. 
West Somerset Group   
West Somerset Ramblers have had a very positive start to the 2016 season.  A full 
programme of Wednesday and Saturday walks continues to be well supported by 
our members.  Attendance on 
meets is as good as ever, despite a 
slight drop in membership since 
last year. The Group was well  
represented at the official opening 
of the South West Section of the 
English Coastal Path at Doniford.  
West Somerset Ramblers had 
been invited to be among the first 
walkers to cross the newly built bridge across The Swill which makes the English 
Coast Path through Somerset complete.  We were also invited to join in the  
celebrations at Doniford Farm, where a truly magnificent feast had been prepared. 
Sedgemoor Group   
We have been able to offer a full programme of walks from January and both  
Saturday and Sunday walks have been well supported with a number of new Walk 
Leaders. The shorter Saturday walks have gained numbers and in April we saw the 
start of our 4 mile evening walks followed by a pub meal, always popular. 
     To celebrate Sedgemoor’s 40th Anniversary, we began in March with a  
Memories Evening Birthday Party in Burnham on Sea. This evening was well  
supported and it was good to see past members. Two TV screens showed walks 
of the past, as well as a memories table which we were able to share with  
everyone and of course, a birthday cake! 
     When the new stretch of South West Coast Path at Brean Down was opened, 
we were asked by Natural England to take photos of the group walking for their 
website. I attended the opening at Donniford and was interviewed by BBC Points 
West which appeared in the evening news, again good publicity for the group. 
     In April our Working Party placed a commemorative Eco bench at Combwich 
Common.  The Parish were delighted with this as it is near the Steart Nature  
Reserve and will give all walkers a chance to rest their weary legs. 
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Woodspring 
Our year of 25th anniversary events is now in full swing with quite a number of 
special walks and social functions having taken place or going on in our  
programme.  We have completed a number of walks that were first led during 
the period 1991 to 1999.  We are now leading a series of walks from the period 
1999 to 2008.  It is not to anyone’s surprise that, due to massive urbanisation, a 
number of the walks have had to be amended as there are now major roads 
where quiet country lanes were.  Hopefully the final phase of the walks will not 
be so difficult to re trace. 
     Twenty-four members of the group have just returned from a most successful 
and eventful week on the beautiful Island of Madeira.  Six of the group actually 
did two weeks as a sort of advance party to find and reconnoitre some of the 
walks for the main group.  There 
were at least two walks per day 
where we were able to cover just 
about every section of the island.  The 
weather was mainly fair with a num-
ber of hot, sunny days.  The holiday 
did not go without one minor  
accident.  During the high peak walk 
one member tripped and nearly went 
over the edge of the mountain. He 
saved himself but lost his sunglasses 
and had a few lumps and bruises in-
cluding a bruised coccyx .  Not the 
place to have an accident as the 
mountain rescue can take up to 14 
hours to reach an injured person on the top. 
Footpath maintenance has continued at full pace with most of the work carried 
out involving replacement kissing gates, ped gates and bridges.  We now have a 
full arsenal of tools at our disposal to carry out any work the North Somerset 
Council give us.  We are currently looking for a replacement generator to help 
power some of our heavy electrical tools as our previous one was loaned and has 
become very unreliable.  Breaking up nearly half a metre deep concrete is no 
mean feat by hand. 
Our footpath maintenance manager,  
Martin Raines will be standing down in 
the next couple of months as he has been 
doing the job for about 10 years,  
including two years getting the  
programme off the ground.   

Martin and his wife Mary installing  
a bridge at Sand Bay. 
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Martin will still be a member of our 15 strong team but will not be taking on the 
actual liaising with NSC and directing the works.  Our team would not be where 
it is today if it had not been for Martin working tirelessly to organise the team 
and get the programme started.  The authorities, at the start were, shall we say, 
a little slow off the mark to recognise what Woodspring could offer them.  We 
now have a super relationship with NSC and work is always available for us to 
make our footpaths more accessible in North Somerset. We do have another 
leader in the offing.  David Boley has ‘very kindly’ offered to take up the post as 
manager and we all wish him luck. 

Taunton Deane Ramblers  
The Group continues to offer a programme of (normally) four walks per week.  
Efforts have been made to recruit new walk leaders.  A keen member has been 
compiling a data base of walks to offer new leaders who come forward or ‘old 
stagers’ who may appreciate taking something off the plate for a change.  We are 
aiming to attract one new walk leader on each four-monthly programme.  
Amongst the regular walks is a staged covering of the Coleridge Way. 
The Group is once again producing a calendar (this time for 2017), having sold all 
of the 2016 ones that were printed. 
We have asked our members whether they are interested in having more social 
events – at the moment we are very much a ‘walking’ group (if that makes sense). 
Some of our members held a Charity Barn Dance at North Petherton  
Community Centre in June.   
SWAG 
SWAG continues to have a good year with the majority of walks well attended. 
Additionally, people are using Facebook to pass on messages to say how much 
they have enjoyed a walk. Social media plays an important role. Not only are 
events organised, it is the most popular way for people to find out about the 
group. 
Although searches are up over the last 4 months, we are still suffering from the 
problem of retaining existing members and recruiting new ones. The challenge 
for the committee over the next three months is to find ways to increase our 
publicity. Hopefully, by the next Area meeting, we'll be able to report contin-
ued success with our walks, but more importantly an increase in membership. 
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ENGLAND COAST PATH TAKES STEP FORWARD 
Somerset section opens 

 
Some of Somerset’s most spectacular coastline is open to the public for 
the first time following the opening of 58 miles of coast path. 
The new stretch, following two thirds of the county’s coast from Brean 
Down to Minehead, represents a significant step towards the creation of 
an England Coast Path. The longest section to be added to the national 
route so far, it was opened by Natural England’s Chairman, Andrew Sells, 
at a ceremony in Doniford. 
     Natural England is currently establishing a 2700 mile continuous path 
around the entire English coastline by 2020. Andrew Sells said: ‘The  
England Coast Path is a fabulous legacy for our great island nation and I’m 
delighted to open this new stretch in Somerset. For the first time, people 
will be able to walk the length of Somerset’s coast along a high-quality 
footpath and enjoy some stunning new views and coastal wildlife. Visits to 
the coast remain one of our most popular activities and are worth millions 
of pounds to our regional economies.’ 
     Today’s ceremony means that all Somerset’s coastline, encompassing 
glorious beaches, wonderful wildlife and dramatic views, will be open to 
everyone for the first time. Not only will it allow local people to enjoy the 
amazing landscape and seascape on their doorstep, it will draw visitors 
from far and wide, bringing people closer to nature and providing a boost 
for local businesses. 
     The 15 mile Somerset section of the South West Coast Path currently 
generates around £11.6 million a year for the regional economy, equating 
to £770,000 for every mile. If that level of success were replicated on the 
section opened today, over time it would mean the path could generate 
around £44 million for local businesses each year. 

Burnham-on-
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County Council) can try and work with the land owner to put in access points, using the 
powers and measures in Chapter III of CROW. Given that the land owner stops the  
public traversing the stone wall common sense would dictate that it’s probably in the land 
owners interest to provide an access point to CROW land. 
Sections 34 to 39 (chapter III) of CROW Act deals with access on to land and also the 
Access Authority’s (the local highway authority or National Park) powers to enforce  
access on to CROW access land. Note that the Access Authority has the ‘power’ but it is 
not an obligation or duty. 
Mendip ramblers have heard that SCC ROW team have not been able to  
persuade the land owner to clear the obstruction. 
West Somerset Group   
West Somerset Ramblers have had a very positive start to the 2016 season.  A full 
programme of Wednesday and Saturday walks continues to be well supported by 
our members.  Attendance on 
meets is as good as ever, despite a 
slight drop in membership since 
last year. The Group was well  
represented at the official opening 
of the South West Section of the 
English Coastal Path at Doniford.  
West Somerset Ramblers had 
been invited to be among the first 
walkers to cross the newly built bridge across The Swill which makes the English 
Coast Path through Somerset complete.  We were also invited to join in the  
celebrations at Doniford Farm, where a truly magnificent feast had been prepared. 
Sedgemoor Group   
We have been able to offer a full programme of walks from January and both  
Saturday and Sunday walks have been well supported with a number of new Walk 
Leaders. The shorter Saturday walks have gained numbers and in April we saw the 
start of our 4 mile evening walks followed by a pub meal, always popular. 
     To celebrate Sedgemoor’s 40th Anniversary, we began in March with a  
Memories Evening Birthday Party in Burnham on Sea. This evening was well  
supported and it was good to see past members. Two TV screens showed walks 
of the past, as well as a memories table which we were able to share with  
everyone and of course, a birthday cake! 
     When the new stretch of South West Coast Path at Brean Down was opened, 
we were asked by Natural England to take photos of the group walking for their 
website. I attended the opening at Donniford and was interviewed by BBC Points 
West which appeared in the evening news, again good publicity for the group. 
     In April our Working Party placed a commemorative Eco bench at Combwich 
Common.  The Parish were delighted with this as it is near the Steart Nature  
Reserve and will give all walkers a chance to rest their weary legs. 
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GROUP REPORTS 
 

Mendip Group   
Membership Our membership has increased by 10 (3%) over the last year. 
Working Party Report The working party remains very busy going out every 
week. We are being kept occupied by both Somerset and B&NES 
Walking Festival  Planning for The Mendip Ramblers Walking festival at  
Cheddar on 27th, 28th and 29th of August is going well and the venue for 2017 will 
be Butleigh. 
Holidays  Our group holiday to Exmouth was a great success. Next year we will 
be all going by coach to the isle of Wight. 
A holiday in Brittany is planned for the 21st to 28th September 
Bob Berry led a group of 12 on a week in Tenbury Wells 
Tony Strange has led a holiday in the Picos de Europa for a group of walkers that 
walk on our longer Thursday walks. 
40th Anniversary  Our re walk of the inaugural walk from Wells to Croscombe, 
Dinder and back to Wells to celebrate our 40th anniversary was a great success. A 
Barn dance is being held in July. 
Access Land  A group of  walkers came across blocked access to the access land 
to the North of Rodney Stoke National Nature Reserve ST 494 505. The public 
footpath halts at the access to the access land and the farmer has blocked the  
entrance with a muck spreader. This was reported to Natural England and SCC.  
The question asked and the response from Natural England is below. 
Q. The access points that we tried to use are the correct access points. 
If they are not then please can you let me know the access points to this 
land and can you explain why the notice board shows this as an access 
point. 
A I’m afraid ‘correct access points’ under CROW don’t exist, so long as you have legal 
right of access up to the boundary of CROW access land, you have a right of access on 
to it. There is no legal obligation for an access point to be provided to CROW access 
land, but the statutory right allows suggests the public may enter on to CROW land so 
long as they do so without causing damage. 
The CROW Act is also clear that CROW users can enter access land by passing over, 
under or through any way, fence or gate as long as they do not wilfully damage the  
structure.  I suspect that the signage reference to access points was probably desirable 
when Open Access under CROW was rolled out however, it’s not an obligation conferred 
on the landowner to provide an access point to CROW land. 
Q What do we need to do to get the obstructions removed? 
A CROW is not meant to prevent any land owners etc from managing the land (which 
has OA rights) as they feel fit. The Open Access restriction regime was set up to help 
that. The erection for fencing is not prohibitive from an Open Access perspective.   

Regarding securing access, broadly our advice is that the Access Authority (Somerset 
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     In Doniford, as part of the new route, a 15 metre footbridge has been 
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the nearby halt for the West Somerset Railway, or onwards down the 
coast. It is also the first time such a major piece of infrastructure has been 
built for the England Coast Path. A local group of Ramblers celebrated by 
walking a short section of new path on their way to the event. 
     Walkers can enjoy several new sections of path between Watchet and 
East Quantoxhead, which opens up spectacular new views over the Bristol 
Channel. Somerset Wildlife Trust has also provided 7 new interpretation 
boards along the stretch, to reveal more about the stunning wildlife and 
landscape features that walkers will be able to see and enjoy along 
‘Somerset’s brilliant coast.’ 
     This new access joins existing coastal footpaths to create a stretch of 
high-quality, well-signposted coastal National Trail. Natural England  
consulted 238 landowners, including 183 businesses, and worked closely 
with Somerset County Council to plan and create the route. 
     Steve Clothier, partner at Doniford Farm Park said:  ‘Doniford Farm is 
popular with locals as well as visitors, especially families enjoying a visit to 
the coast, but most of them arrive here by car. I’m expecting the new path 
– and especially the new footbridge over the Swill – to bring lots more  
customers on foot which will be great for us and for all tourist businesses 
along the Somerset coast.’ 
     Nicky Philpott, Director of Advocacy and Engagement at the Ramblers, 
said:  ‘We’re delighted to see this new stretch of the England Coast Path 
opened in Somerset. There is huge public love for our coast and we’ve been 
leading the campaign for many years to open up our coastline for everyone 
to enjoy. Today brings us one step closer to achieving this longstanding 
Ramblers’ dream.’ 
     Michele Bowe, Somerset Wildlife Trust’s Head of Conservation said: 
‘Somerset has stunning wildlife and a rich and varied coastal landscape and 
we’ve provided some colourful interpretation boards along the coast path 
which reveal some of the features and species walkers will be able to see. 
The route will provide an enormous opportunity for all of us to enjoy the 
outdoors, get reconnected to nature and improve our health and wellbeing. 
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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR 
If you have any news that you feel would be of interest to Somerset 
members or would like to comment on any current issue then please 
send them to me.  Entries for the next issue before 30th September 

please to: Joan Gubbin, Greenway Thatch, North Curry, Taunton  
TA3 6NH  Tel:  01823 490201  Email: mail@gubbin.co.uk 

 REPORT OF AREA FOOTPATH SECRETARY 
 

Section 130 Applications. A proposed diversion to avoid the obstructions at 
Lovington was agreed by Ramblers; however we still await the draft Order for 
that diversion. The longstanding obstructions to FP WN4/6 in North Brewham, 
which connects paths between the Frome and Bruton areas avoiding roads, re-
main. Both Mendip and S. Somerset agree that a Section 130 application should be 
considered. I request Area authority to take initial steps with such an application 
by letting SCC know we are considering an application if immediate progress to 
clear the obstructions is not undertaken. 
The Deregulation Act 2015 We still await the Regulations for changes to  
making alterations to the definitive map. 
High Ham Inquiry –Due to pressure of work and a reduced staff at SCC,  
Ramblers objection to the Order had still not been sent to the Planning  
Inspectorate at time of writing. A detailed case has been prepared to justify the 
continued existence of this RoW. 
Somerset Coastal Path – At the official opening of the Minehead to Brean 
Down section of the English Coastal Path on 14th March West Somerset provided 
a substantial party of real walkers to launch the path, which was well covered by 
local media. The path is fully open and well waymarked and will be followed by the 
opening of the N. Somerset section shortly. 
Cropping and Obstruction of Paths – the recent meeting of Group FPSs was 
given details of notifying such problems where they constantly occur to the Rural 
Payments Agency, which can withhold payments to landowners for such action. It 
was agreed that any regular such cases on well used paths would be notified to the 
Area FPS for reporting to the RPA if the circumstances warranted. Cropping  
obstructions should still be reported to SCC or NSC as appropriate. 
Access to ‘Access Land’ – Mendip have recently experienced a problem in  
gaining access to a substantial area of access land. See Mendip report.  The matter 
has been referred to Head Office for further advice. 
Proposed duelling of A303/A358 to the M5 in Somerset – the Highways 
Agency has again re-activated the proposal and consultants are working on the 
Sparkford – Podimore section. Somerset Ramblers have been approached and, in 
consultation with S. Somerset have indicated that we cannot comment in detail 
until proposed routes are known. However we have stated that any crossing of a 
RoW must not be at grade and the route should remain south of Steart Hill not 
north to reduce the visual and noise impact of the road. 
New SCC RoW web-site has now been launched and is a great improvement 
on the previous one and problems can be reported immediately on-line. 

  

 

Paths Obstructed by Cropping and  
Reporting Problems 

 

If you come across a problem when walking you should report it to the  
relevant highway authority. Somerset County have recently released a new 
on-line site which clearly shows all rights of way and where you can easily 
report problems on-line. North Somerset has an on-line map of all their 
rights of way and an easy way to report problems on-line. You can Google 
‘rights of way in Somerset (or North Somerset)’ to find the sites or use the 
link on the Somerset Ramblers site.  
     If you come across a path obstructed by a growing crop other than grass, 
especially crops such as maize or rape, you should report the problem on 
the on-line web-site of the relevant highway authority (Somerset County or 
North Somerset Council) so that a clear picture of this problem is made 
known. The landowner has the responsibility to clear the right of way across 
a field after cropping and should not even plough a headland path. If you 
know that this problem regularly occurs on a particular path please let your 
group Footpath Secretary know as Ramblers can report regular abuse to the 
Rural Payments Agency, from whom many landowners receive substantial 
grants, for action, as maintaining rights of way is one of the requirements of 
receiving the grant. 
 

Will the Path Disappear in 2026? 
Ramblers have launched a campaign to ensure that paths you use regularly 
will still be legally useable after 2026, when only routes recorded on the  
official definitive map will be legally available. It is worth checking that the 
paths you know in your local area are recorded on the definitive map of the 
highway authority. The on-line maps referred to above will show if the route 
is so recorded. If it is not it will need to be claimed, for which it will be  
necessary to demonstrate that the route has been used without any  
obstruction or ‘let or hindrance’ for a period of 20 years. Some paths were 
recorded by one parish, but not the adjoining parish, so that the definitive 
path stops at the boundary, others were not recorded at all, even though 
they are regularly used. If you know of any such paths your Group Footpath 
Secretary or the Area Footpath Secretary can assist in making a claim for 
that path.  
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